Extempore Expression Competition

Organized by:
Yo Ho Debate Club on the occasion of Science Day 2020

Prof. U.C. Kulshrestha, Dean SES and ENVIS Coordinator and Yogender Singh, leader of YO HO-Debate activities from SES were responsible for the organization of the event on the occasion of National Science Day 2020 at ADB Seminar Hall, School of Environmental Sciences on 28th February, 2020. It was a inter school programme attended by large number of students and total number of participants registered for competition were 12 from different schools of JNU. They participated in extempore competition, where time limit was 3-4 minutes. After the final evaluation by judges the winners were announced. The competition was judged by Dr. Sandesha Rayapa, Assistant Professor, School of Language/JNU and Dr. N.S. Siddaiyah, Associate Professor from SES/JNU.

1. Mrityunjay (CESP, SSS): Economics of Air Pollution  
2. Khayati Singh (SIS): Mitigation of Water Wasting  
3. Dushyant Grewal (CRS, SL): Spoken languages and Native Speaker  
4. Gaurav Pandey (SES): Air Quality Index  
5. Neeraj (CESP, SSS): Should there be a strict policy against ocean pollution  
6. Qamar Jahan (CIL, SL): Need of Script  
7. Shabnam (CHS, SSS): More Political & Legal Measures to Environment  
8. Parul (CHS, SSS): Science in Kitchen  
9. Akash Ajay (SES): Science in Rituals  
10. Shailja Tripathi (SES): Science in Medicine  
11. Swati Singh (ENVIS, SES): Crop Residue Burning  
12. Sadan Sharma (SES): Mobile Radiation
Winner of the Expempore Expression Competition Mr. Mrityunjay from CESP, School of Social Sciences, JNU delivered speech on ‘Economics of Air Pollution’

1st Runner up of the Expempore Expression Competition Miss Khayati Singh from School of International Studies, JNU delivered speech on ‘Mitigation of Water Wasting’

2nd Runner up of the Expempore Expression Competition Mr. Dushyant Grewal from CRS, School of Language, JNU delivered speech on ‘Spoken languages and Native Speaker’
2nd Runner up of the Expempore Expression Competition Mr. Gaurav Pandey from School of Environmental Sciences delivered speech on ‘Air Quality Index’

Judge Dr. Sandesha on final evaluation & declaring winners of the Competition

Other participants delivering speech for the Expempore Expression Competition in National Science Day 2020

JNU-ENVIS Resource Person Miss Swati Singh (Programme Officer) delivering speech on ‘Crop Residue Burning’